
Inter House Competition - Best out of waste 

The students did activities using newspapers to spread awareness 
to use eco-friendly materials. The students of grade 1 and 2 
enjoyed doing 'Cut and Paste' activity .They drew and cut images 
on the newspaper and pasted them in their scrap sheets. The 
students of grade 3 to 6 participated in "Best out of waste" 
competition in which they made beautiful things using newspaper 
and showed their creativity. In the same activity, Sanyam house 
was the first, the second was Nyaya house followed by Vivek and 
Saahas.
The students of grade 7 to 10 enjoyed doing 'Dress Drafting' by 
using newspaper. The students were divided into groups; one 
student from each group wore a dress made by the students of the 
same group. It was amazing to see their creativity. All the houses 
did a remarkable work. The first position was shared by Saahas 
and Nyaya house. The second position was shared by Sanyam and 
Vivek house. 

Visit to Radio Mirchi Station – Grade 9 & 10 

The children of grade 9 and 10 visited Radio Mirchi office in 
Chandigarh. They got to see the consoles, mics and other 
equipment's that are used to relay transmission. A sneak peak 
into how a line radio station works was pretty amazing. The 
technicalities and the complications of line communication 
medium caught the fancy of all the students and teachers as well. 

Science activity of Grade 4 - designing a menu card of a restaurant 

The students of grade 4 designed a menu card of a restaurant serving only 
healthy and nutritious food. Their food items were highly rich in nutrients containing carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins and 
minerals. All the students worked in a team and made beautiful menu cards. Also, they got to know about the food dishes which are 
very nutritious. 
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Visit to Decathlon – Grade 3 

Independence Day Celebration 

The students of grade 2 to 10 assembled in the ground to celebrate the Independence Day with great enthusiasm. The event began 
with the flag hoisting ceremony performed by the students of grade 10, the National Anthem echoed in the entire school campus. The 
ground reverberated with patriotic fervour by the patriotic song 'Kar Chale Hum Fida'.The students took pride in celebrating the 
spirit of unity. The audience was mesmerised to see the various dance performances and patriotic songs performed by juniors as well 
as seniors. The colours of patriotism were spread by all the participants throughout the event. The principal sir addressed the 
students and asked them to take a pledge that they would serve the country with heart, body and soul in the end, the students 
dispersed with the image of the fluttering tricolour in their hearts. The sweets were distributed among the students in their respective 
classes. The students of Pre Primary wing and grade 1 of ATS Valley School celebrated the event of Independence Day in the school 
premises during school hours with great pomp and show. The function began with flag hoisting by our teachers followed by the 
National Anthem. LKG Juniors gave a wonderful dance performance with great energy, it was followed by a patriotic song 
performance by grade UKG. Along with this, grade 1 passed on the message to the other students to stay healthy and fit with a 
theatre performance along with a patriotic song. 

The students of Grade 3 went to a trip to Decathlon, Zirakpur . They saw 
various sports equipment’s and enjoyed playing indoor and outdoor games. 
They were taught the importance of games in their daily life. They were 
very excited to learn about different things. 



Inter House competition- Rakhi Making 

During the house period, the students of grade 1 and 2 did an art work related to Independence Day. The students of grade 3 and 4 
made beautiful rakhis in their respective classes. They did the activity by using newspapers, scrap sheets and origami sheets. The 
students of grade 5 to 10 participated in the poster making competition. The topic given to them was-Independence Day. Among the 
students of grade 5 and 6, Saahas house stood first, followed by Vivek, Nyaya and Sanyam. Among the students of grade 7 to 10-
Sanyam house stood first, followed by Vivek, Nyaya and Saahas. 

Robomania 2019 

The students of Grade 4-10 participated in robotics 
competition "Robomania". A group of 14 students under the 
different categories participated in the event. The two team’s 
with3 members each won the second prize in Robo race and 
Robo fight. The robots were designed and constructed by the 
students only. 

Visit to Meteorological Centre, Chandigarh 

The students of grade 6, 7 and 8 went to meteorological centre, sec- 
39D, Chandigarh.They got to know how the temperature is 
forecasted and recorded. They also saw the various instruments used 
in the process like Anemometer, Sunshine Recorder, Wind Vane, 
Stevenson's Screen, Evaporation Pan, Self Recording Rain Gauge, 
Soil Thermometer, Rain Tipping Bucket and Automatic Weather 
Station. It was a very knowledgeable experience for the students. 



Life Skill – Grade 1 Intra School Quiz competition - Grade 3 

The students of grade 1A & 1B learntan important life skill - ‘how 
to fold clothes neatly’. 

Fire Drill 

Grade 3 organised an intra-class quiz competition to 
emphasise on the improvement of the intellect and General 
Knowledge of the students. It was an inter-section 
competition held exclusively for class 3 students. The quiz 
was held in a very interactive way and the teams participated 
with great enthusiasm. Though some of the questions were 
very tricky, the teams tried to answer them with confidence. 
The students displayed ecstatic spirit and enjoyed the quiz to 
the fullest. 

A fire drill was conducted at school to make the students aware of the harmful effects of fire and how to deal with it in a fire situation. 
Some officials from the fire department came to our school to carry out the mock drill, the mock drill was conducted successfully 
along with the members of Disaster Management Committee of our school. The students of grade 10 were taught how to use a fire 
extinguisher in case of any fire emergency. The officials also talked about the actions to be taken if fire breaks out. The officials from 
the fire department come to our school once a year to conduct the fire drill. 



Grade 8 - True North - Growth Mindset Intra School “Show and Tell” Competition– 
Grade 1 

The students of grade 8 learnt how to change a tyre of a car. 
The activity which they did is related to the True North 
wherein the children are learning about growth mindset and 
understanding the power of yet. 

They were given a set of instructions to be followed while 
changing the tyre. Also, they were very enthusiastic to learn 
how to use the tool kit. 

Janmashtami- Special Assembly 

The students of grade 1 participated in ‘Show and Tell’ competition. 
They were given random objects and were asked to speak 4-5 
sentences on the same. The students were judged on the basis of 
various parameters like confidence, content and fluency. 

A combined assembly was conducted at school to celebrate Janmashtami. In the special assembly, all the students of grade 3 
presented a beautiful dance on the song of Radha and Krishna. The three girls of grade 6 and 8 presented a graceful dance on the 
occasion. A small play was also performed by grade 4 students to show the importance of Janmashtami. 
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